Errata
AQTR 2010 - Tome I

Page XI (Contents of Tome I)
The correct title of the Plenary article is: “Universal Remote Access Infrastructure for Embedded Systems”, author Nasser Jadzi

Page XIV (Contents of Tome II)
The correct authors of the first Plenary article are: “Challenges in Verifying and Optimizing Arithmetic-intensive Designs”, authors Yu Pang, O. Sarbishei, K. Radecka, Zeljko Zilic

Page XIV (Contents of Tome II)
The correct authors of the second Plenary article are: “Brain-Like Infrastructure for Embedded SoC Diagnosis”, authors V. I. Hahanov, Wajeb Gharibi, Olesya Guz

Page XVIII (Contents of Tome III)
The correct authors of the first Plenary article are: “Quality assurance and validation issues in the development of networked vehicle systems”, authors G. A. Gonçalves, J. B. Sousa

Page XVIII (Contents of Tome III)
The correct authors of the second Plenary article are: “Experimental Analysis Of Failure In Embedded Electronics And Mechatronical Systems Under Thermal Stress”, authors I. T. Nistea, D. N. Borza